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2,726,856 
REVERSE CRéCULATERG WALWE 

Mordica (C. hission azadi Fraak E. O'Neil, Glendale, 
Calif., assigiors, by thes; e assigainess, to Johaasical 
Testers, fiac., Holstei, Tex., a corporatica of Delaware 

Applicatio?a Jas?y 5, 195i, Serial No. 235336 
i0 Caians. (C. 65-226) 

This inventieri reiates to an oil well tool, particularly 
to a reverse circulating or back scutting valve. 

In oil well production practice, it is necessary at vari 
ous times to circulate drilling mud or other fluid down 
the annular space between a drill string and a casing 
or well bore, through a valve in the drill string and up 
through the drill string. Sometimes this reverse circula 
tio;1 is performed to back Scuttle gas and oil under control 
from the drii string, for instance, to eliminate a fire 
hazard. Also, sometimes during the pulling of a drill 
string, it is necessary to reverse circulate to maintain 
control over the well, which may get somewhat out of 
control for various reasons, for instance, because the 
hydrostatic head in the well drops due to the removal of 
the drill String from the region of the well fluid, allow 
ing high pressure areas previously controiled by the hy 
drosiatic head to get somewhat out of control. 

Tiere have been previous back scuttling valves but, 
in general, these have been operable only when the string 
was bottomed or set in the well by means of a packer 
or slips or the like, these valves being operable by rela 
five movement, rotation or longitudinal, between the 
lower part of the drill string, which is fixed in the well 
and carries one part of the valve, and the upper free 
part of the drill string which carries the other part of 
the valve. 

Wihen the necessity for back scuttling or reverse circu 
lating arises, the back Scuttling valve must be opened 
guickly to enable immediate control over the well to 
avoid damage arid waste. In many instances, there is 
not time nor is it practical or in some cases possible to 
reset a packer or again botton the drill string to enable 
opening of a back scuttling or reverse circulating valve. 

it is a main object of the present invention to provide 
a reverse circulating valve adapted to be connected be 
tween sections of drill string, which valve can be opened 
when the drill string is off bottom and without setting a 
packer or equivalent device. 

Various other objects of the present invention will be 
apparent frorn the following description taken in con 
nection with the accompanying drawings, wherein: 

*Fig. 1 shows a reverse circulating valve ent bodying 
the concepts of the present invention being incorporated 
in a drill string having a connate sample tester on the 
lower end thereof. 

Fig. 2 is a vertical section through the reverse circulat 
ing valve showing the reverse circulating valve in closed 
position. 

Fig. 3 is a horizontal section taken along line 3-3 of 
Fig. 2 showing the manner of pivotally mounting the 
outwardly swinging arms of the reverse circulating 
valve. 

Fig. 4 is a horizontal section taken along line 4-4 of 
Fig. 2 showing the shear pin connections between the 
sleeve and the outwardly swinging arms. 

Fig. 5 is a horizontal section taken along line 5-5 
of Fig. 2, showing the splined connection between the 
lower mandrei and the releasing sleeve. 
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Fig. 6 is a view similar to Fig. 2 but showing the 

shear pins or bolts as being sheared. 
Fig. 7 is a view similar to Fig. 6 showing the out 

Wardly Swinging arms in engagement with the well casing 
and depicting the parts in a position where the nut is 
threaded down to uncover the valve ports. 
The invention will be described with reference to a 

driil String having a reverse circulating valve embodying 
the concepts of the present invention incorporated there 
in and located above a connate sample tester which is 
connected to the lower end of the drill string below the 
reverse circulating valve, but this description is not 
intended to imit the invention but merely to illustrate 
a practical application of the invention. Furthermore, 
the reverse circulating valve of the present invention 
can be connected above or below a sample tester or at 
any point along a drill string. 

Referring to the accompanying drawings, wherein simi 
lar reference characters designate similar parts through 
out, the drill string disclosed in Fig. 1 includes a connate 
sample tester generally entitled A, having a trip valve 
assembly B, said parts being disposed below a reverse 
circulating valve assembly C, which is in turn connected 
to the upper portion of the drill string (not shown). 
The reverse circulating valve includes a composite 

tibular valve member 50 composed of an upper tubular 
mandre E3 and a lower tubular mandrel 5 threadedly 
connected together. Upper tubular mandrel 13, at its 
upper end, is threadedly connected to a sub 17 which 
is in turn connected to the upper portion of the drill 
string (not shown). The lower tubular mandrei 15, at 
its lower end, is provided with a male splined formation 
9 engaging a female splined formation 2i formed on 

tie interior of a releasing sleeve 23 which is telescopi 
cally receivabie over the lower tubular imandrei 25, as is 
apparent from Fig. 2, and is provided with a shoulder 
at 25 to limit downward movement of releasing sleeve 
23 relative to the male splined formation 9 on lower 
mandrel A5. A lower Sub 27 is threadedly connected 
to the releasing sleeve 23. The upper end of Sub 27 
forms an abutment spaced from shoulder 25 a sufficient 
distance to aiiow limited upward movement of releasing 
Seeve 23 and Sub 27 relative to lower tubular mandrel 
5 before engagement of Sub 27 with male splined forma 

tion 9 for purposes to be described. 
By reason of the spined connection between the re 

leasing sleeve 23 and the lower tubular mandrel is, 
the rotary driving connection between the upper portion 
of the drill string and the portion of the drill string 
below the reverse circulating valve is not impaired. 

Upper tubular mandrel S3 is provided at is upper end 
with ports 259 which serve to communicate the exterior 
of the composite tubular waive member 16 with the in 
terior thereof. Pcrts 29 are covered by the upper por 
tion of a nut 3i which slides on upper tubular mandrel 
13, said nut having threads at 33 threadedly engaging ex 
ternal threads 35 provided on tipper tubuliar mandrel 
3. The interior of nut 35 at the upper end thereof is 

provided with annular grooves to receive O rings 37 
which seal against the exterior of tubuliar mandrel 13 
to prevent leakage of fiuid into or out of the ports 29 
between the nut 33 and the upper tubular mandrel i3. 
Nut 3 is adapted to be heid against rotation with re 

spect to the drill string and upper tubular mandrel 3 
by outwardly Swinging arms 39 which are arcuate in 
cross section, as shown in Fig. 4, to conform to ex 
teriors of both lower tubular mandre i5 and upper 
tubular mandrei 3, as shown in Fig. 4. At their upper 
ends, arms 39 have upwardly extending portions 4; re 
ceivable within slots 43 formed in the lower end of 
nut 3, and pivotally mounted on the nut by means of 
pivot pins 45 receivable through bores 46 (see Fig. 3) 
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extending transversely of the notches 43 in the lower 
end of nut 3. 
The upwardly extending narrow portions 41 are formed 

with shoulders at 49 adapted to engage shoulders 51 
provided by an enlargement 53, formed on the lower end 
of upper tubular mandrel i3, to limit downward hove 
ment of nut 3, relative to the upper tubular mandrel i3, 
as clearly shown in Fig. 7, where the shoulders 49 and 
51 are in abutting engagement. When shoulders 43 and 
51 are in abutting engagement, the nut has moved down 
sufficiently to fully uncover ports 29 to allow for fluid 
circulation between the exterior and interior of the 
upper tubular mandrel 3. 
The lower ends of arms 39 are recessed at 55 to ac 

commodate an upper reduced portion 57 of releasing 
sleeve 23, as shown in Fig. 2. Releasing sleeve 23 and 
arms 39 are releasably connected together by shear pins 
59 which preferably take the form of threaded bolts 
countersunk at 6 in arms 39 and threadedly received 
by upper reduced portion 57 of releasing sleeve 23. 
One practical application of the reverse circulating 

valve C is disclosed in Fig. 1, where it is incorporated 
in a drill string at a point preferably 100 or 200 feet 
above the connate sample tester A, which may be of 
any suitable type. 

This type of tester includes a packer assembly at 7: 
for setting the tester in a wel casing 73 or in the forma 
tion to separate the space below the packer in which 
the connate fluid is located from the space above the 
packer to avoid as much as possible contamination of the 
sample to be taken, with drilling mud, fluid and other 
material above the packer. The tester includes a per 
forated anchor at 75 through which the connate fluid 
passes into the tester. There are various valves within 
the tester, not necessary here to describe, for shutting 
in and retaining the sample after the sample flows up 
wardly into the tester and drill string. The trip valve 
assembly B is adapted to be tripped by a go-devil dropped 
through the drill string from the surface to permit coin 
nate fluid to flow upwardly past the trip valve and into 
the drill string. 
As mentioned before, the reverse circulating valve of 

the present invention can be located above or below the 
tester or other apparatus since the operation of the 
reverse circulating valve is for all practical purposes 
independent of the functioning and operation of the 
other mechanisms and apparatus connected in the drill 
string. The location above the tester, therefore, is only 
for purposes of illustrating a single practical application 
of the reverse circulating valve of the present invention. 

In operation, a string as disclosed in Fig. is lowered 
in a well, the packer 71 set. After the packer 71 is set, 
a subsequent downward movement of the upper portion 
of the drill string will operate to shear the shear pins 
cr bolts 59 (see Fig. 6), because arms 39, being carried 
by the upper portion of the drill string, move downwardly 
relative to releasing sleeve 23 and sub 27 which are sup 
ported by the packer 7. 

Upon the shearing of shear pins or bolts at 59, there 
is a resulting releasing or freeing of the outwardiy swing 
ing arms 39. 
The varioi is valves within the tester open to permit 

connaie fluid to flow upwardly to the trip valve assembly 
B. A trip valve go-devil is then dropped down the drill 
string and strikes the trip valve assembly B, tripping 
the valve and allowing the connate fluid to flow upward 
ly into the drill string. The connate fluid may, and 
usually does, flow upwardly past the back circulating 
valve to a point where a state of equilibrium exists be 
tween the hydrostatic head of the fluid within the driil 
String and the pressure of the fluid in the formation. 

After the sample is trapped, the drill spring may be 
retanoved and the sample recovered. However, connate 
fluid flowing into the tester may contain a high per 
centage of gas of a very volatile nature, and also the 
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fluid may be under fairly high pressure, therefore, creat 
ing a fire hazard at the surface unless the connate fluid or 
other similar fluid is brought to the surface under con 
trol. if the conditions creating a fire hazard are realized 
before the packer is collapsed, a reverse circulating valve 
in the tester itself can be operated to comimunicate the 
annuar space between the casing 73 and the tester A 
with the interior of the tester to allow circulating mud 
or fluid to be forced downwardly through the annular 
space between the string and casing, through the re 
verse circulating valve in the tester, and up the drill 
string to force gas and oil upwardly through the drill 
string to the surface under control. 

it happens, however, that sometimes after the packer 
7i has been collapsed and the string is in the process 
of being pulled up that it is necessary to back circulate 
to bring gas and oil to the surface under control, or to 
maintain complete control over the well, or for other 
reasons well known in the art. Under these conditions, 
it is frequently imperative that reverse circulation be 
established immediately, and there may not be time, nor 
may it be practical or possible to reset the packer be 
cause of the conditions in the well. Therefore, the drill 
string is rotated at a speed sufficient to cause the arms 
39 to swing outwardly under the influence of centrifugal 
force and engage the casing 73, or the formation if 
there is no casing, and drag against the casing or forma 
tion, thereby creating relative movement between the 
nut 31 and the threaded mandrel 3. Upon continued 
rotation of the drill string, the nut threads downward 
ly on the threaded mandrel 13 to uncover ports 29, 
therefore opening the exterior of the drill string to the 
interior thereof and permitting drilling mud to be re 
versely circulated to reassume control over the well. 

It is pointed out that the portion of the connate fluid 
below the reverse circulating valve can be recovered after 
the conclusion of the reverse circulating operation by 
removal of the drill string from the well. 
By the present invention, a reverse circulating valve 

has been provided which can be incorporated in a drill 
string at a number of places therealong, above a tester 
or below a tester, or above or below other types of mech 
anisms or instruments, and which reverse circulating valve 
can be opened when the drill string is of bottom and 
without resetting a packer or equivalent device. Obvi 
ously, the reverse circulating valve shown could be used 
to merely open the interior of the drill string to the ex 
terior for other purposes as desired. 

Having thus described our invention, what we claim 
and desire to secure by Letters Patent is: 

1. A reverse circulating valve of the type adapted to be 
incorporated in a drill string, comprising a tubular valve 
member having a port in the wall thereof communicat 
ing the exterior of the member with the interior thereof, 
a nut threadedly engaging the valve member, means car 
ried by the nut for covering the port, and means con 
nected to the nut and responsive to rotation of the drill 
string to engage the well casing or formation and cause 
relative rotation between the nut and member to cause 
threading of the nut to a position to carry the port cov 
ering means to port-uncovering position, the second 
named means including arms pivotally mounted on the 
nut, means for releasably locking the nut and valve mem 
ber against relative rotation, the last named means in 
cluding a releasing sleeve having a splined connection with 
the valve member to permit relative axial movement be 
tween the sleeve and valve member but providing a ro 
tary drive therebetween, and shear pins connecting the 
sleeve and arms adapted to be sheared to release the 
arms upon relative movement between the sleeve and 
valve member. 

2. A reverse circulating valve of the type adapted to 
be incorporated in a drill string, comprising a tubular 
valve member having a port in the wall thereof com 
municating the exterior of the member with the interior 
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thereof, a nut threadedly engaging the valve member, 
means carried by the nut for covering the port, and at 
least one centrifugal element mounted on the nut for 
outward swinging movement under the influence of cen 
trifugal force to engage the walls of the casing or well 
bore in which the valve is positioned and by virtue of 
its frictional engagement with such walls to retard ro 
tation of the nut and cause threading movement thereof 
along the valve member to cause uncovering of the port. 

3. A reverse circulating valve of the type adapted to 
be incorporated in a drill string, comprising a tubular 
valve member having a port in the wall thereof com 
municating the exterior of the member with the interior 
thereof, a nut threadedly engaging the valve member, 
means carried by the nut for covering the port, at least 
one centrifugal element mounted on the nut for cut 
Ward Swinging movement under the influence of cen 
trifugal force to engage the walls of the casing or well 
bore in which the valve is positioned and by virtue of its 
frictional engagement with such walls to retard rota 
tion of the nut and cause threading movement thereof 
along the valve member to cause uncovering of the port 
and means for releasably locking the nut and valve mem 
ber against relative rotation and the element from out 
Ward Swinging movement. 

4. A reverse circulating valve of the type adapted to be 
incorporated in a drill string, comprising upper and lower 
tubular members telescopically received within one an 
other for relative longitudinal movement, the upper 
member constituting a valve niember, said valve mem 
ber having a port in the wall thereof communicating the 
exterior of the member with the interior thereof, a nut 
threadedly engaging the valve member, means carried by 
the nut for covering the port, at least one centrifugal 
element mounted on the nut for outward swinging move 
ment under the influence of centrifugal force to engage 
the Walls of the well casing or well bore in which the 
valve is positioned and by virtue of its frictional en 
gageinent with Such walls to retard rotary movement 
of the nut and cause threading movement thereof along 
the valve inember to cause uncovering of the port, and 
means connecting the element to the lower tubular mem 
er for initially preventing outward swinging movement 

of Said element, responsive to telescopic movement of 
Said tubular members to release said element for out 
Ward Swinging movement. 

5. A reverse circulating valve of the type adapted to 
be incorporated in a drill string, comprising upper and 
lower tubular members telescopically received within 
one another for relative longitudinal movement, the up 
per member constituting a valve member, said valve 
member having a port in the wall thereof communicating 
the exterior of the member with the interior thereof, a 
nut threadedly engaging the valve member, means carried 
by the nut for covering the port, at least one centrifu 
gal element mounted on the nut for outward swinging 
movement Linder the influence of centrifugal force to en 
gage the Walls of the well casing or well bore in which 
the valve is positioned and by virtue of its frictional en 
gagement with Such walls to retard rotary movement of 
the nut and cause threading movement thereof along the 
valve member to cause uncovering of the port, and means 
connecting the element to the lower tubular member for 
initially preventing outward Swinging movement of said 
element, responsive to telescopic movement of said tu 
bular members to release said element for outward swing 
ing movement, the last-named means comprising at least 
one shear pin. 

6. A reverse circulating valve of the type adapted to 
be incorporated in a drill string, comprising a tubular 
Valve member having a port in the wall thereof communi 
Cating the exterior of the member with the interior there 
of, a nut threadedly engaging the valve member, means 
carried by the nut covering the port, and centrifugal 
arms pivotally mounted on the nut by one set of ends 
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only for outward swinging movement under the influence 
of centrifugal force to engage the walls of the casing or 
wel bore in which the valve is positioned and by vir 
tue of their frictional engagement with such walls to re 
tard rotary movement of the nut and cause the Same 
to thread along the valve member to cause uncovering of 
the port. 

7. A reverse circulating valve of the type adapted to be 
incorporated in a drill string, comprising a tubular valve 
member having a port in the wall thereof communicating 
the exterior of the member with the interior thereof, a nut 
threadedly engaging the valve member, means carried by 
the nut covering the port, centrifugal arms pivotally 
mounted on the nut by one set of ends only for outward 
Swinging movement under the influence of centrifugal 
force to engage the walls of the casing or well bore in 
which the valve is positioned and by virtue of their fric 
tional engagement with such walls to retard rotary move 
ment of the nut and cause the same to thread along the 
valve member to cause uncovering of the port, and means 
for releasably locking the nut and valve member against 
relative rotation and the arms against outward swinging 
OVement. 
8. A reverse circulating valve of the type adapted to be 

incorporated in a drill string, comprising upper and lower 
tubular members telescoped one within the other for 
relative longitudinal movement, means preventing rela 
tive rotation between said tubular members, the upper 
member constituting a valve member, said valve member 
having a port in the wall thereof communicating the ex 
terior of the member with the interior thereof, a nut 
threadedly engaging the valve member, means carried by 
the nut covering the port, centrifugal arms pivotally 
mounted on the nut by their upper ends only, for outward 
Swinging movement under the influence of centrifugal 
force to engage the walls of the casing or well bore in 
which the valve is positioned and by virtue of their fric 
tional engagement with such walls to retard rotary move 
ment of the nuit and cause threading novement thereof 
along the valve member to cause uncovering of the port, 
and means connecting the arms to the lower tubular 
member responsive to telescopic movement of the tubular 
members relative to one another to release the arms for 
outward Swinging movement. 

9. A reverse circulating valve of the type adapted to be 
incorporated in a drill string, comprising upper and lower 
tubular members telescope one within the other for rela 
tive longitudinal movement, means preventing relative 
rotation between said tubular members, the upper mem 
ber constituting a valve member, said valve member hav 
ing a port in the wall thereof communicating the exterior 
of the member with the interior thereof, a nut threadedly 
engaging the valve member, means carried by the nut 
covering the port, centrifugal arms pivotally mounted on 
the nut by their upper ends only, for outward swinging 
movement under the influence of centrifugal force to 
engage the walls of the casing or well bore in which the 
valve is positioned and by virtue of their frictional en 
gagement with such walls to retard rotary movement of 
the nut and cause threading movement thereof along the 
valve member to cause uncovering of the port, and means 
connecting the arms to the lower tubular member re 
sponsive to telescopic movement of the tubular members 
relative to one another to release the arms for outward 
Swinging movement, the last-named means comprising 
shear pins. 

10. A reverse circulating valve of the type adapted to 
be incorporated in a drill string, comprising upper and 
lower tubular members telescoped one within the other 
for relative longitudinal movement, the upper member 
constituting a valve member, said valve member having 
a port in the wall thereof communicating the exterior of 
the member with the interior thereof, a nut threadedly 
engaging the valve member, means carried by the nut 
covering the port, centrifugal means on the nut responsive 
to rotation of the drill string to move outwardly and 
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engage the walls of the well casing or well bore in which 
the valve is positioned to retard rotary movement of the 
nut and cause threading movement thereof along the 
valve member to cause uncovering of the port, and re 
leasable means connecting the centrifugal means to the 
lower tubular member responsive to telescopic movement 
of the members relative to one another to release the 
centrifugal means for outward movement. 
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